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GDEFI
EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
Global DeFi (GDEFI) is developing an

intuitive decentralized protocol with the

potential to restructure the Crypto

market as we know it. 

Our platform, bolstered with incentivized

liquidity pools, sidechains, and state

channels, will facilitate the flow of Crypto

assets between lenders and borrowers

seamlessly in no time. Security, speed, and

accessibility will be at the core of the

project. The shortcomings of existing DeFi

approaches have been solved by enabling

a safe and secure platform for asset

holdings and investment through multiple

auditing every step. 

We aim to accelerate liquidity in the

crypto market and increase trading

volumes through our foolproof Smart

Contracts. Moreover, based on supply and

demand in the market, the interest rates

are algorithmically set for the timely

exchange of crypto assets. Innovative

features are a start but only when the

market agrees that these ties directly to

the benefits investors receive or how they

are perceived. 

GDEFI ECOSYSTEM
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SELF COMPLIANT

Although GDEFI's Smart contracts

are client rights management tools,

they will also provide a

coordination and enforcement

framework. 

ENGAGING USERS & REWARDS

Our Participatory-Approach Tools

(PAT) drives good behavior,

ownership, empowerment, and

dedication. Rewards promote

consistency, effectiveness,

innovations leading to

sustainability, and the ever-

increasing value of the native

token. 

INTUITIVE PROTOCOL

Our intuitive platform is fortified

with fully audited, time-locked

protocols to rule out all

possibilities of exploitation.

GDEFI
CORE PILLARS
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GDEFI's yield farming solution  will

allow users to safeguard their

crypto holdings and earn rewards

in return. It will be in the form of

fixed or variable interest for

lending the cryptocurrency via the

Ethereum network.

GDEFI's yield farming will enable

opportunity for users to earn a

passive income for the crypto

deposits in our liquidity pools. Your

cryptocurrency, which usually

would be locked in a crypto

exchange or wallet, will be lent out

using the GDeFi protocol, creating

liquidity on the platform

consequently.

YIELD
FARMING

GlobalSwap DEX forked from

Uniswap with layer2 solution

based on Matic (now Polygon), to

ensure cheaper transactions. 

GlobalSwap's development comes

in tandem with the GDEFI protocol

which is vigorous and foolproof

With GlobalSwap, users will be

able to trade assets and invest in

crypto coins with an absolute

peace of mind. 

GLOBAL
SWAP
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GDeFi offers an algorithmically

operated decentralized money

market protocol with a fully

automated mode of lending

whereby the platform

automatically allocates and secures

loans at an interest rate that’s

determined by market forces

(demand and supply). 

Borrowers can use their digital

assets as collateral to receive

digital assets in return, and lenders

can provide liquidity to the

liquidity pool that sits in smart

contracts and earn rewards for

doing so. 

LENDING &
BORROWING

GDEFI

GDeFi's staking has an initial lock-

up period which is set to 96 hours

by the protocol. The lock-up

period starts as soon as the

staking process commences. 

After the maturity period, users

can withdraw their tokens and the

interest earned. 

Since the staked tokens will

reduce the circulating supply, the

value then will increase. 

GDeFi protocol will allow users to

stake their $GDEFI tokens

STAKING
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I-NFT (Interactive NFT) allows

NFT to be dynamic and/or

interactives to the Viewer

(procedural art with js, HTML,

external data call, music player,

video player). It also allows

creator to declare the NFT

configurable and an owner to

configure those values, making

the NFT evolve. 

E-NFT (e-commerce NFT)where

GDEFI allows brands and sellers

to list their products as an eNFT,

creating a globally updating

blockchain inventory system,

which prevents double sales since

no NFT can be sold twice. 

I-NFT& E-NFT

With GDEFI, you can stake

$GDEFI - the native token of the

platform in exchange for points,

which can then be exchanged for

limited edition NFTs.

Through the GDeFi platform, users

can easily create their farms and

put up their NFTs there. Users can

access them to stake on NFTs and

earn incentives. However, there is

a minimum requirement of $GDEFI

before anyone is allowed to open

up new farms.

NFT
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INTRODUCING
SIDECHAINS
A sidechain is a separate blockchain

that is attached to its parent blockchain

using a two-way peg. The two-way peg

enables the interchangeability of assets

at a predetermined rate between the

parent blockchain and the sidechain. 

In this case, the original blockchain,

which is the GDeFi blockchain, is the

‘main chain,’ and all additional

blockchains are referred to as

‘sidechains.’

A user on the parent chain first has to

send their coins to an output address,

where the coins become locked, so the

user cannot spend them elsewhere.

Once the transaction has been

completed, a confirmation is

communicated across the chains,

followed by a waiting period for extra

security. 

After the waiting period, the equivalent

number of coins is released on the

sidechain, allowing the user to access

and spend them there. The reverse

happens when moving back from a

sidechain to the main chain.
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GDEFI comes with the AI trading

bot is an automated software that

helps you to buy and sell

cryptocurrencies at the correct

time. The main goal of this software

is to increase revenue and reduce

losses and risks. This application

also enables you to manage all

crypto exchange account in one

place.

Our AI trading bot is well-executed

and can conduct many functions for

you like portfolio management,

rebalancing, smart order routing,

data collection, etc.

AI
TRADING
BOT

In the initial phase, the GDeFi

protocol will have centralized

control. Our core team will set up

decisions, conditions, and

strategies on GDeFi. 

However, in the short possible time,

the aim is to transition into a fully

DAO (Decentralized Autonomous

Organization) governance model.

Afterward, the project is in the

hands of the community with the

responsibility for all decision-

making. 

PLATFORM
GOVERNANCE
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ELITE GDEFI  CLUB
Elite GDeFi Club refers to a governance

level with several rights and

prerogatives to those who qualify.

These perks include making and

debating proposals, voting, contributing

code, new concepts, and features. 

As an Elite GDeFi Club member, an

individual must hold at least 100

$GDeFi tokens for a minimum period of

90 days. When a member fulfills these

conditions, then he/she is qualified to

have such benefits within the GDeFi

scope. 

Governance Rewards: 2% of the total

supply is in reserve to provide

governance rewards. All Elite GDeFi

Club member are eligible for a payout

under this category only if they hold

tokens for 6 months. 

GDEFI Club refers to an entry point

for community members, which

bestows only voting rights. At least

users must have a minimum of one

$GDeFi tokens in their wallet for the

last 90 days.

This category does not provide any

rights except being part of the

decision-making process of the

ecosystem after it has been proposed,

debated, and approved for voting by

the Elite GDeFi Club members and the

governance team. 

COMMUNITY PROJECT

GDEFI CLUB 
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